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REGIONS OF MEROMORPHY DETERMINED
BY THE DEGREE OF BEST RATIONAL

APPROXIMATION1

E. B. SAFF2

Abstract. In this paper we investigate the relationship between

the degree of best rational approximation to a given function/(z)

and the regions in which fiz) is meromorphic. We show, for exam-

ple, that if rational functions rn,iz) of respective types (re, v), i.e.,

rational functions with v free poles, converge geometrically

(as re—> « ) to fiz) on a closed Jordan region E, then /(z) must be

meromorphic in a region which contains E in its interior.

1. Introduction. The theory which relates the regions of analyticity

of a given function to the degree of convergence of polynomials of

best approximation to that function is well known (see [3, §4.7]).

The corresponding theory for rational approximation, however, is

not yet complete. In the present paper we develop this theory by

showing that the degree of convergence of rational functions of best

approximation to a given function can be used to describe regions in

which the approximated function is meromorphic.

To be more explicit, let E be the closed interior of a Jordan curve

in the z-plane and let w=(biz) map the complement of E conformally

onto the exterior of the unit circle in the w-plane so that 0(°°) = °°

and <£'(°o)>0. Let T, (a>l) denote generically the locus |<£(z)| —<*

and let E„ be the interior of Tc.

We shall approximate functions defined on the set P by rational

functions of prescribed types. A rational function rn„(z) is said to be

of type (n, v) if it is of the form

>"nr(z) = pn(z)/q,(z),        q,(z)  fi 0,

where p„(z) is a polynomial of degree at most n and qv(z) is a poly-

nomial of degree at most v. The following result concerning the degree

of approximation by rational functions of type (n, v) is due to J. L.

Walsh [4, p. 2]:
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Theorem 1. Suppose f(z) is a function which is analytic on the set E

and meromorphic with at most v poles {multiplicity included) in the

region E„ (1 <p ^ °° ). Then there exists a sequence of rational functions

rn„(z) of respective types (n, v) which satisfy

(1) lim sup[max|/(z) - rn,(z) \ ; z on p]1'" g l/p   (<l).
n—* »

The object of this paper is to establish the converse to Theorem 1,

namely

Theorem 2. Let f(z) be a function continuous on the closed bounded

Jordan region E. If rational functions rnv(z) of respective types (n, v),

v fixed, n = 0, 1, • • ■ , exist satisfying (1), then the function f(z) can

be extended so as to be analytic on E and meromorphic with at most v

poles in the region E„.

For the special case of approximation by polynomials, i.e., for

v = 0, Theorem 2 was proved by Walsh [3, p. 78] who extended an

earlier result due to S. Bernstein. (In fact, for v = 0 Theorem 2 holds

not only for E a closed Jordan region but for any compact point set

E whose complement is connected and regular.) The validity of

Theorem 2 for v>0 is mentioned by Walsh in [4, p. 6] as an open

problem. The difficulty in extending the proof of the theorem from

v = 0 to v>0 lies in the fact that for v>0 the finite poles of the rn,(z),

whose locations are not specified, may be everywhere dense in the

complement of E. In §2 we shall prove Theorem 2 by applying

Hadamard's classical results on the location of polar singularities.

As an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the

following result concerning best rational approximation:

Theorem 3. Suppose f(z) is analytic on the closed bounded Jordan

region E and for each pair (n, v) let

E„(f) = inf{[max| f(z) — Rn,(z) \ ;zonE]},

where the infimum is taken over all rational functions R„v(z) of type

(n,v). Let

l/p, = lim sup £„„(/)1/n,       v = 0,1, • • • .
n—*oo

Then:

(i)  The sequence py is nondecreasing.

(ii) p„ is the largest number a with the property that f(z) is mero-

morphic with at most v poles in the region E„.

(iii)   If pv>pr-i, thenf(z) has precisely v poles in EPf.
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(¡v) p = lim»-.«, p„ is the largest number a with the property that f(z)

is meromorphic in E„.

(v) f(z) has infinitely many poles in E„ if and only if p,<p for

v = 0,i,

The proof of Theorem 3 is left to the reader.

2. Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is based upon the following re-

sult due to Hadamard [l, pp. 24-37];

Theorem 4. Let the function g(z) = 53u° anzn oe analytic at 2 = 0 and

for each pair (n, v) put

DKv = det

an+i *n+r

an+l     #n+2       -   -   ' Ö7i+»+l

Lßn-f»       Qn+r+1  '   '   '  an+2}i   J

Let /»slim sup,!-,«,| TA,|1/n, i> = 0, 1, ■ • • , and set /_i = l.  Then the

function g(z) is meromorphic with at most v poles in the disk \z\ <l,-i/l,.

If in Theorem 4 some U is zero, then we interpret the quotient

ly-i/l, as + oo for every v^m, where m is the smallest subscript for

which /, = 0.

We shall first prove Theorem 2 for the case where P is a closed

disk. To do, we need the following result concerning the minimum

value of a certain function of v complex variables:

Lemma 1. Let C" denote the set of all ordered v-tuples Z=izi,Zi,

of complex numbers and for k = 1, 2, ■ • • , v-\-l let

LkiZ) — bk + ¿2 bkiZi-

,)

Let Bw, 1 ̂ p^v + l, be the matrix obtained by deleting the pth row from

the ivA-l)-by-v matrix

bu

bu

.b,+i

bu

b>2

br+1,2

b\,

b»y

bp+l,rj

Suppose that the set 7= {p\ det B^ 9^ 0} is nonempty and for each pEI

let Zw be the unique solution of the system of v linear equations Lk (Z) = 0,

l-^k-^v + l, k9±p.
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Then the function

v+l

L(Z) a 2 I Lk(Z) I,      zee,
k-1

attains its absolute minimum at some point Zíl¡), pEI-

Proof. We suppose, as we may, that J= {m, m + l, ■ ■ ■ , v+l},

l^m^p+l, so that det Bw = 0 for l^p<m. If for some p, m^p

< v +1, we have Z("> = Z("+1), then

L¿ZV>) = L,&w>) = 0,

and so J(Z("))=0, which obviously implies the lemma. Hence we

assume that Z(")^Z('+1> for m¿p<v+l.

Let IF,-, for l^i<m, be a nonzero vector in the null space of the

matrix B(<) and for m g i ^ v put Wt = Z(í> - Z(»+1>. We shall show that

the v vectors Wi are linearly independent. Suppose to the contrary

that for some p, Kp^v, we have

(2) W, = £ aWi.
<=i

It is easy to verify that

(3) Lk(Wi) - bk = 0,        for 1 £ «', A £ r,    Mf,

and so from (2) it follows that J,„(IF/1)-oM = 0. Thus L*(W„)-£>* = 0

for lúk^v, i.e. the nonzero vector W„ belongs to the null space of

the matrix P("+1). But this is impossible since det B{'+1) ¿¿0. Hence the

Wi form a basis for O.

Each vector Z in C" can thus be written in the form

(4) Z = ZW-» + ¿ '.^<,
t-i

for suitable constants /,. Since

J*(IF*) - it = L*(Z<*>),       for«i|^»,

and

J,+i(fFt) - i,+i = 0, for 1 S £ < j«,

= - J„+i(Z<'+1>),        forffi^gv,

we deduce from (3) and (4) that
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LkiZ) = fe£,*(Z«>), iorm^kév,

- ( 1 - É <*) Lr+i(Z«+»),       ior k = v+l.
\ k=m      /

Now let |L4(Z««>)| =min{|Zj(Z«»)|,í«gifeái'-f-l}. Then

¿(Z)â E |L»(Z)|   = É |W*(Z«)| +|(l- É iWzwi)

= |¿,(Zta))|( É |fc| +   i - ¿d)

= | £,(Z<«>) |   = L(Z<«>),

which proves the lemma.

Using Cramer's rule it is easy to show that for pEI we have

7„(Z«) |   =  | det B | / | det BU>)

where

B =

bi      bu

b2      ¿»2i

m
*>22

bu

bu

¿V+l,pJ-br+i   b,+i,i   6»+i,2 •

Hence Lemma 1 asserts that

(5) L(Z) = | det B \ /    max     | det £» | ,       Z G C.
iSmS>-I-i

We can now prove

Lemma 2. Peí g(z) = Eo° a„z", Pv, a«á I, be defined as in Theorem 4

and let A„ denote the closed disk \z\ ^o\ If there exists a sequence of ra-

tional functions Snv(z) of respective types (n, v), v fixed, w = 0, 1, • • -,

which satisfy

(6) lim sup[max | g(z) — s„(z) | ; z on A„]1/n g 1/p        (1 < p g oo),

(7) /,-i//k = p<r.

Proof. Since the poles of the sn,(z) lie in |z| >o-, we may write

snv(z) =pn(z)/qn(z), where pn(z) is a polynomial of degree at most n

and qn(z) is a polynomial of the form
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Qn(z)   =  IT C1  - ankZ)   =  1  + 22 C„kZk,

where \ank\ <l/<r for k = l, ■ ■ ■ , v. Note that \qn(z)\ Ú2' for \z\ =a

and hence

[max | g(z) — Sn,(z) \ ; z on A,]2

fc(2wr)-lf       | |(«)-iw(«) |» |ds |
(8) •/ |,|_,

^ (27ra)-'2-2' f       | g(s)g,(i) - ¿,(») |21 ¿31 .
J M-ff

Since the wth section of the Taylor development

g(z)qn(z) = £ i«* + 22 flfc-iCntV
Jfc=0   \ t=l /

is the polynomial of degree at most n of least squares approximation

to the function g(z)q„(z) on \z\ =<x, we have for n^v the inequalities

f \g(z)qn(z)~Pn(z)\2\dz\
J   |(|-<F

/> w        / >• \ 2

£ (o* + 22 a/fc-iCniJz*   I dz\
1*1—» I i=n-f-l \ i=l /      I

n+H-1 I » 12

^ 2xo-   £    c* + £ «¿-¿Cn»   o-2*

(9)

fc=n+l 1 »=1

n+v+12™ r-i^í1 ' n2
^ ——-     2-    a* + 2- ak-iC„i\(jk    ;

V +  1L ft-n+l i_l |      J

the last inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

Now let Dnav_l denote the determinant of the matrix obtained by

deleting the pth row from the matrix

an       On—i    ' ' • an-\.i—v

an+i   an       • • ■ an+2—y

-Qn+r      an+r—1  '   "   ' #n+l    J

Then from (5) we deduce that

n+H-l

E
*-n+l

Ok + 22 ak-iCni
i-1

>)
=  | Dn+i-,,, | /    max    | J>„,„_i | ,

iáwS»+i
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provided the denominator of the right-hand side is nonzero. Assum-

ing this to be the case we combine (8) and (9) to obtain

[max | g(z) — s„,(z) | ; z on A,] ^ Aan | P„+i_,,,, | /   max    | Dn,v-i \ ,
ISmS'+I

where A is a positive constant independent of n. But note that if

P^-i = 0 for every p, 1 ̂ p^v + l, then we have Dn+i-r.y = 0, and so

the inequality

(10) max    | Dn,y-i | [max | g(z) — s„v(z) | ; z on Aff] ^ Aa" \ Dn+i-,,,\
igMg»+i

holds without any restrictions on the D„^y_1. In his proof of Theorem

4 Hadamard shows that

lim sup I 7>n,«.-i |      Ú h-i,        1 á P á v + 1.
n—»oo

Hence from (6) and (10) there follows h-i/p^vl?, and the last in-

equality obviously implies (7), even for the case p= «.

From Theorem 4 and Lemma 2 we deduce that Theorem 2 holds

for P=A„. We consider another special case of Theorem 2 in

Lemma 3. Theorem 2 is valid if E is bounded by an analytic Jordan

curve.

Proof. Let0(z) be defined as in §1 and let t = 1/$'(°°). The func-

tion w=$(z)=rrp(z) maps the complement of P conformally onto

\w\ >t and satisfies $>(«>)= oo, $'(oo) = l. Let \p(w) be the inverse

of $(z) and note that since the boundary of P is an analytic Jordan

curve there exists an r, 0<r<r, so that\p(w) is analytic and univalent

in | w\ =r, W9^ °°.

It is clear from (1) that the function/(z) is analytic in the interior

D of P. Hence if Fniz) denotes the Faber polynomial of degree n for

P, the expansion

a i r    Mii»))
(11) fiz) = £ anFn(z),       an = — ¿1^—dw,

o 2m J !„,_,     wn+1

converges to f(z) in P (see [2, §14]). Since |a„| ?¿A/t", it follows

from [2, p. 107] that the function

00

h(w) =1 £ an(Fn(>P(w)) - w")
0

is analytic for |w| ^r and vanishes at 00. From (11) we have

(12) f(\¡/(w)) = g(w) + h(w),        ri   |w|   ^ r,
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where s(w) = T^" anwn is analytic  in   \w\ <t and continuous on

| w\ ^t. To prove Lemma 3 it thus suffices to show that the function

g(w) is meromorphic with at most v poles in the disk | w\ <pr.

For this purpose we first note that

(13) —; I        -dt = sn,(w), \w\   <T,
2iriJ \t\-T   t — w

where sn¡,(w) is a rational function of type (n, v). We briefly justify

(13). Suppose rnv(z) has a pole of order m at the point \p(w0), \ w0\ >t,

with singular part S(z)= 22™ Bk/(z— ip(wo))k. For each positive

integer k the function

6(t) = (t- Wo)k/m) - ^(wo))k(t -w), \w\   <T,

is analytic for |i| ^r and is zero for t= <x>. Hence from Cauchy's

integral formula we have

dt l   r       e(t)dt       -e^-'Kwo)l   r dt l   r        e(t

liriJ |(|=r (ip(t) — ip(wo))k(t — w)      2-iriJ K|=T (/ —2« J |i|=T (\¡/(t) — i/(wo))k(l — w)      2viJ \t\=r (t — Wo)k (k — 1)!

It is easy to verify that öw_1)(w0) is of the form

0»-»(Wo) = YJCj/(w-woY
3=1

and so

1    r      S(*(/)) Ani!t//
(14)       — -dt = 22 B?/(w - wo)',

LmJ |(|=T  / — w y_i

From (14) and the fact that the function

W\     <  T.

2iri J \t\=r t —
Pk(w) =■-;  j -■ dt, \ w\    < T,

w

is a polynomial of degree k in w, we obtain (13).

Now since

-f2m J |(|=t

h(t) .
-dt = 0, | w I   < t.

2m J |í|=t t — w

it follows from (12) and (13) that

/(*(*)) - rnS

t — w
g(w) - snv(w) = —- I - dt,        \w\   <r,

2m J u|_T
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and hence inequality (1) implies that

lim sup[max | g(w) — s„,(w) \ ; \ w \   ^ <r]lln ^ 1/p,        a < t.
n—»«

Thus as a consequence of Lemma 2 we have k-i/h^pff, and on

letting a—n we obtain 1,-i/l^pr. It now follows from Theorem 4

that g(w) is meromorphic with at most v poles in \w\ <pr. This

proves Lemma 3.

From Lemma 3 it is easy to deduce Theorem 2. For if P is a closed

bounded Jordan region and KR<p, then there exists [3, §2.1] a

set E'EE such that E' is the closed interior of an analytic Jordan

curve and such that EEE'B. Since inequality (1) holds with P re-

placed by E', Lemma 3 implies that /(z) is meromorphic with at

most v poles in the region E'p. But E/,/REiEB)p/s = E'^. Therefore,

since P (> 1) is arbitrary, it follows that/(z) is meromorphic with at

most v poles in E„. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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